
Simplify the Path to Analytics

with Sisense and Snowfl ake

Sisense for Cloud Data Teams is proud to partner with Snowfl ake to enable every team in an 

organization to answer the hardest business questions and make data-driven decisions.

Snowfl ake off ers a data warehouse as a service, which requires no management and features separate 

compute, storage, and cloud services that can scale and change independently. When used with 

Sisense for Cloud Data Teams’ business intelligence and analytics solution, data teams get the fastest 

time to insight and unmatched power for advanced analytics.

Learn more at supportdt@sisense.com

Fast Time to Insight

    Get up and running in hours

    — not weeks

    Instantly start querying data with

    Snowfl ake’s zero-management

    warehouse and Sisense for Cloud 

    Data Teams’ cloud-native platform

    Quickly iterate on hypotheses and

    uncover new insights by querying both

    modeled and unmodeled data

Optimal Performance

    Reduce query run times from hours

    to seconds with Cloud Data Pipelines

    Materialize views directly into

    Snowfl ake to speed up queries with

    pre-computed transformations

    Working in conjunction with Snowfl ake’s

    fully columnar database means fast

    performance, regardless 

    of concurrency

Single Source of Truth

    Snowfl ake is a fully relational

    warehouse that supports all business

    data and makes it available via SQL

Query data with SQL, Python and R

    within Sisense for Cloud Data 

    Teams to analyze and build 

    interactive visualizations

    on one platform

Easily reuse code, centralize business

    logic and join results of predictive

    models with SQL, Python and R Views



Learn more at supportdt@sisense.com

Over 80 customers are currently using Sisense for Cloud Data Teams and Snowfl ake, including:

Connect
Connect and load data

from diff                                 erent sources into 
Snowfl ake 

Sisense for Cloud Data Teams 

seamlessly and securely 

connects directly to Snowfl ake

Analyze

Perform BI reporting 

advanced analytics 

operations all from Sisense 

for Cloud Data Teams’ 

integrated platform

Visualize

Select from Sisense for 

Cloud Data Teams’

board library of charts

and visualizations or

build your own

Share

Instantly share insights

and key metrics via direct

linking, email, Slack or with

published dashboards

“With Snowfl ake and Sisense for Cloud Data Teams, we are empowered to go quickly. The asks of the data team parallel GitLab’s 

exponential growth. In the same business day, we can get a new data source in Snowfl ake, transform and model it using dbt, and 

visualize it in Sisense for Cloud Data Teams. Rapid iteration is a core GitLab value. With Snowfl ake, dbt, and Sisense for Cloud Data 

Teams, we are empowered to work the GitLab way.”

Emilie Schario, Data Engineer, GitLab
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